GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

06/16/2018

HIGHLIGHT

A "HEROIC" SUMMER BEGINNING
Could the daily bulletin "Good morning Val di Fassa" – that everyday
informs the guests about the events and the main activity of the day –
start in a better way than with the Südtirol Sellaronda Hero? It’s the
competition that today crowns the 2018 MTB hero and that, after the
departure from Selva Gardena at 7.10 a.m., sees its 4018 bikers passing
through Canazei and Campitello, chasing the title, as prestigious as
difficult to conquer. This is in fact considered one of the hardest MTB
races in the world, especially for the long track: 86 km (4.500 metres of
altitude gap). For the less trained participants, there is the 60 km track
(3.200 m of altitude gap). Both develop on a continuous up and down
along the Ladin valleys, around the Sella massif.
The event also offers several side events, such as the Hero Kids that took place
yesterday, and many amusing parties.

Today in the valley
THE IMPORTANCE OF RECYCLING

EVENTS PAVILION - LOC. ISCHIA/CAMPITELLO ALL DAY LONG
The interesting ethnographic collection of the Ladin Cultural Institute
develops through videos, touch screens and curious objects.

SWING BY THE MUSEUM

LADIN MUSEUM - LOC. VIGO/SÈN JAN DI FASSA 10 A.M.-12.30 P.M.
AND 3-7 P.M.
The interesting ethnographic collection of the Ladin Cultural Institute
develops through videos, touch screens and curious objects.

"LA CORALINA DI GNOSCA" IN CONCERT

TOWN HALL – LOC. VIGO/SÈN JAN DI FASSA 9 P.M.
On occasion of the San Vito patron saint feast, the women choir from
Switzerland, in activity since 1980, performs in "Canti a Maria e Canti
dell'anima".

Itineraries
"SORA I PRÈ": FROM PERA TO VIGO
“Along the meadows”: The track develops along the low slopes of
Ciampedie, on the boundary between the wood and the meadows of
Sorapoza. The track alternates flat stretches and moderate ascents,
it is mostly shady and equipped with tables and benches in some
panoramic points. The walk starts from the street Strada de la
Taboca in Pera, and goes on until the end of the hamlet, walking on
the right side of a woodshed. Ascend a dirt road and turn left among
the meadows. After a flat stretch you will gradually meet the wood.
Walk towards Pozza (the walk can start also from here, with an easy
access from the road “Troi de Vich”) and Vigo. You can enjoy the
view over Costabella and the group of Valacia on your left. Enter
the village of Vigo along Strada de Piz.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
JUNE 18 FROM 7 A.M. - CAMPITELLO

IN THE BLUE PAINTED BLUE

TANDEM PARAGLIDING FLIGHT WITH EXPERT INSTRUCTOR.
RESERVATION: SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).
JUNE 19 AT 9 A.M. - MAZZIN

WHO GOES TO THE HIGHEST?
CLIMBING COURSE FOR CHILDREN (7-14 YEARS) WITH THE
MOUNTAIN GUIDES (ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
Paul Preuss (1886-1913), famous Austrian climber, defined 6 rules
for going to the mountains: 1) one should be superior to the
difficulties of the proposed climbs; 2) one should ascend only those
climbs that one can safely down climb; 3) the use of artificial aid is
justified only in case of sudden danger; 4) Piton should be used only
for emergencies; 5) the rope is a facility, not the essential gear to
climb; 6) the main principle is the confidence a climber should gain
from a realistic esteem of what he is capable of.

JUNE 20 AT 8.30 A.M. - LOC. POZZA/SÈN JAN DI FASSA

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN DAIRIES

THERE’S NOTHING BETTER THAN A STROLL THAT ENDS WITH THE
FLAVOURS OF THE JUMELA (EXCURSION AGAINST PAYMENT).

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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